
CHAPTER 7 

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP 

A Complex and Messy Phenomenon 

Leonie Heres, Leo Huberts, and Karin Lasthuizen• 

"Ethical leadership" conquers the world, in terms of the attention that is paid 
to it by scholars in research in many countries and contexts as well as by the 
manifold practitioners involved in policy and organizational development on 
ethics and integrity. For many, that is a sign of hope and progress on a topic 
many of us are passionate about: the ethics and integrity of governance. We 
also cherish that development in comparison with the situation in which the 
topic was ignored or primarily seen as a corruption problem in poor coun
tries to be countered by more adequate investigation and sanctions. 

However, the impressive conquest makes us feel uncomfortable as well. 
Although we do not wish to "spoil the party" of the many involved research
ers and practitioners with their sincere involvement to contribute to good 
governance and a better world, a bit of radical reflection on the state of the 
art and the (un)intended consequences seems appropriate. 

First we will address the question what ethics and integrity of governance 
are about, including ethical leadership and integrity managemenL This leads 
to some doubts about the tendency to forget that it is about the "moral" 
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dimension of the good, amidst other dimensions. This relates to a topic 
which we will address al the end: we do not seem to cope with the "western" 
or maybe even "U.S." bias in our rather "monolithical" concepts and theories 
and the resulting research. In addition we will reflect on the relationship be
tween leadership and differen l phases in and aspects of "governance.• 

Second, we focus on our knowledge of lhe effects of elhical leadership. 
The overall image-a bil simplified-is thal il conlribULes lo aboul every
thing lhal is valued on governance (integrity, effectiveness, satisfaction, 
allruism el celera). We doubl that and illustrale thal with reference lo re
search results on the effects of leadership on different types of imegrity 
violations (in organizations). 

Third, lhe relationship between leaders and followers and their conlra• 
dictory inlerpretations of ethics and ethical leadership is on the agenda. 
Thal leads to doubts aboul the dominance of a "leadersm perspective in
theory and practice. 

We conclude with some reflection on a research agenda that might help 
lo address some of lhe problems and complexities we distinguish. 

1. Focus on ethics, on lhe moral values, norms and rules, is fully justi
fied and seems crucial lo understand and explain governance, bul 
more clarity in conceptualization will help and stimulale that.

2. The self-evidence of the positive effects of ethical leadership needs
lo be counlered by more empirical research on the actual intended
and unintended effects.

3. Ethical leaders operale in a complex and multidimensional envi
ronment and the influence of lhat context is underestimated in
our research. This includes lhe characteristics of the work, the work
environment and the views of followers on ethics and leadership. 

4. In addition, there is the limitedness of our research from a "geo
graphical" perspective. As of yel, we seem unable lo cope with 
objections concerning our "Weslern" or maybe even "U.S." bias in 
our rather monolilhical concepts and theories and lhe resulting
research. More conlext-orienled research and policy development
seems crucial, even though we are lhe first lo acknowledge lhe
complexity of that endeavor.

CONCEPTUAL VAGUENESS ON ETHICS, INTEGRITY, 

LEADERSHIP, AND GOVERNANCE 

The firsl issue lhal we wam lo address is lhe queslion of how "ethical• 
leadership is defined and inlerpreled in the literalure. To investigate the 
meanings of ethical leadership, Ciulla (2004) proposed that the ethics of 
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leadership be examined along five interlinked dimensions: (a) the ethics 
of a leader as a person, (b) the ethics of the leader/follower relationship, 
(c) the ethics of the process of leadership, (d) lhe ethics of what a leader 
does or does not do, and ( e) the elhics of leadership in the larger context 
of lhe community. Mosl of lhese dimensions are reflecled in the seminal 
work on the lopic by Brown, Trevino and Harrison (2005, p. 120), who
define ethical leadership as: "the demonstration of normatively appropri
ate conduct lhrough personal actions and interpersonal relationships, and
promotion of such conducl among followers through two-way communica
tion, reinforcement, and decision-making processes." This definition refers 
lo "ethics," to "normatively appropriate conduct," and therefore to "rel
evant moral values and norms." But what is the meaning of those concepts?
In research on "ethical" leadership it is not very common lo be very explicit
about lhe meaning of "ethical," of "normatively appropriate," or "moral
values and norms" (Eisenbeiss, 2012).

In addition, a reflection on leadership in different types of decision-mak
ing within a broader governance framework seems to be missing as well. In 
this paragraph we build on research on the integrity and ethics of gover
nance and on leadership in an attempt to make the conceptual framework 
somewhat clearer (for more extensive discussions, see also Heres, 2014; Hu
berts, 2014; Lasthuizen, 2008). 

First, the terms "ethics" and "integrity" require further conceptual de
lineation. Ethics and integrity are about moral values and norms (Huberts, 
2014). The moral dimension concerns shared ideas about right or wrong, 
good or bad. They concern values and norms that people feel rather strong
ly about because fundamental interests are involved and the outcomes af. 
feel the community they are part of. Evaluation in terms of right and wrong 
also implies principles, standards, or criteria by which morality and ethics 

can be judged. Values and norms are the basis for judgment and decision
making. A "value" is a belief or quality thal contributes to ju.dgmmts about 
whal is good, right, beautiful, or admirable. Values lhus have weight in the 
choice of action by individuals and collectives. A norm is more specific. 
Norms tell us whether something is good or bad, right or wrong, beautiful 
or ugly. For types of behavior, they answer the question "what is the correct 
thing to do?" (De Graaf, 2003; Fijnaut & Huberts, 2002; Van der Wal, 2008). 
Yet not all values and norms are relevant for ethical or moral judgments. 
Ethics are not, for example, concerned with whal is beautiful (aeslhetics), 
whal is conventional (etiquette), or what works (science and technology; 
e.g., "ISO norms"). 

Because moral values and norms are so important-that is, because 
people feel so strongly about the "good and bad" of issues that matter to 
the community and involve fundamental community interests-Ethics and 
integrity are crucial for individuals and organizations. This significance not 
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RADICAL HEROIC 

LEADERSHIP 

Implications for Transformative 
Growth in the Workplace 
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Carl Sagan ( 1949) once wrote, "Extraordinary claims require extraordinary 
evidence." A corollary of this claim might read, "Radical times require radi
cal l�ad�rship." Ou� obs�rvation of current world conditions suggests that
we hve m such radical umes. As we write this chapter, the United States 
is averaging more than one mass-fatality shooting per day (Ingraham, 
2015). Terrorism sponsored by the Islamic state and other extremist groups 
threaten world peace and stability (Hoffman, 2013). Rising sea levels due to 
global wanning are projected to submerge the world's coastal cities within 
a few decades (Fagan, 2014). Our planet's oceans are dying from humans 
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